


Simplicity 
is the Source of Pleasure

	Bathe	in	Luxury
You want to relax at home and enjoy your surroun-
dings. Naturally, you consider your home interior 
and the atmosphere it creates to be important. Du-
malock panels ensure a stylish and durable finish 
for walls and ceilings throughout your entire home. 
The water-resistant panels ensure a perfect finish 
in humid spaces such as a bathrooms, toilets, kit-
chens, garages, etc. The panels will neither delami-
nate, nor absorb water. And Dumalock can of course 
be used in any other room in the house.

	Comfortable	Living
Show who you are and live your own style. You sim-
ply choose the panel that suits your taste and home 
interior. The beautifully finished panels are resistant 
to discolouration. Moreover, the grooves of the tile 
effect will not discolour or crumble as real grouting 
would.
And the ease is not only in the maintenance, but also 
in the fitting. Once in place, our panels are hard-
wearing and durable.

Everything to your Advantage

Tiling with grouting is a thing of the past. By simply fitting the panels to-
gether, you create a realistic tiling effect thanks to the shallow grooves 
in the base material itself without messing around with grouting, adhe-
sive, cutting machines, etc.

Dumalock’s user-friendly panels are just 120 cm long and are extremely 
light, yet retaining their durability for wall covering. They are so easy and 
quick to fit; you can easily do the work on your own.

The Dumalock panel can be connected along four side , even on the 
cross-cut side. Hereby you can bridge any length of a wall or ceiling.

Dumalock panels are made from water-resistant synthetics that are ful-
ly washable, which makes maintaining the panels incredibly easy. Just 
wipe them down with a damp cloth and your wall or ceiling will be just 
like new. Naturally, Dumalock keeps its original colour.

Dumalock is packed in a handy and sturdy Dumalock box. You can trans-
port it easily in a car and the cardboard of the box acts as ideal protec-
tion during transportation.

Tiles Dumalock® 

Simple, quick fitting - x

Clean work - x

Washable x x

Colourfast x x

Water-resistant x x

Budget friendly - x

Easy to maintain x x

No dirty grooves - x

Light material - x

Hygienic - x

No connection trims x x

For walls and ceilings - x

One of a Kind
Dumalock is the first do-it-yourself tile. The patented 
joining system is completely unique, since the panels 
are connectable along all sides and the tile grooves 
have been concealed within the panel. These embos-
sed tile grooves provide a very authentic feel. 
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Durable Panelling 
in Tile Effect

Stone designs in a matte concrete (galet) or 
high gloss marble effect (monaco)

Plain colours in elegant modern tones

574 MONACO grey572 MONACO beige 573 MONACO green

579 dark black578 taupe grey 580 vermillion red

Brush effects in trendy colours for a 
contemporary fi nish

Aluminium colour with a soft 
light-refl ecting fi nish

559 GALET green09H cream white gloss 558 GALET beige 566 chalk565 opera red

571 GALET dark grey560 GALET light grey 570 GALET brown 568 earth567 grey

576 sand beige575 cream white satin 577 sky blue 569 aluminium

Finishing Trims 
A large variation of trims offers you the chance to 

fi nish your walls and ceilings in a stylish way.

Installation
Building a tile wall has never been this easy thanks 
to our simple joining system. You can opt to install 
the tile effect parallel (4a) or in correlation (4b).
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